SKY LADY II
Building and ying instructions for the glider Skylady in the F1A class
by Lars Larsson

SKYLADY II is a:
> A high performance contest model in F1A.
> Rugged design that performs especially well in windy weather.
> Easy to build and easy to trim and y.
> A wood model for the real ne builder.
> Designed for straight and also circle tow.

Contakt:
tel: +46-322-42117
mobil: +46-709-400482
www.byggmo.se
ffservice@swipnet.se
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This is included in the kit:
All wood parts in balsa, r and ply.
Covering materials for wing and stab.
Full scale drawing.
Complete building and ying instructions.
Other parts can be bought from:
Hobbytra Tel.: 46 652-24146
www.hobbytra.se
info@hobbytra.se

This is needed for building:
Building board ( Tretexboard).
Foil to protect drawing (Gladpac).
Needles with plastic head. Steelrulers.
File, sandpaper+wood blocks in different sizes.
Fine tooth saw, sharp knife and scalpel.
White or aliphatic glue, epoxy, CA fast glue.
Balsaloc and covering iron.
Wooden varnish and dope.

Building tools.

Glue and dope.

Building instructions:
All parts are numbered on the drawing and at the end
there is a list of materials in the kit. The wing center
panel and the wing tips are built directly on the drawing
with gladpac in between. Check with a steelruler that
the leading edge (L.E) and the trailing edge (T.E.) are
straight and the measures agree before the ribs are glued
in place. Everything is glued and sanded before the parts
are sawed apart. To build the model goes quickly and is
fun when you see quick results, as the the parts fall in
place. The model is all wood, and this makes the build a
part of the total enjoyment of Skylady.

3x7 in place. Prop up the middle spar on the support 5x10
with the short spar forward. The 8 ply ribs are glued to
balsa rib on each. The ply ribs should face towards the
center so the steel joiners will slide in place easily. Sand
the ply/balsa ribs (8 pieces) and drill 3 mm holes for the
steel joiners. Install the ribs on the steal joiners and glue
them in place to the leading edge and trailing edge. Leave
a 1 mm space between the center ribs to facilitate the
later sawing apart of the wing halves. The steel joiners
are kept in place for the rest of the complete wing build.
The dihedral jig for the end ribs is cut out and glued to
a piece of scrap balsa. The balsa ribs ( 18 pieces 1.5 mm
and end ribs 2 pieces) can now be glued in place. The
end ribs are glued with the help of the dihedral jig so
that they lean inwards with the correct angle. Make extra
notches for short spars, that do not run the full length of
the centerpanel.

File out notches for 3x7 in all balsa ribs.
Centerpanel:
It is best to start with the centerpanel. Pin down the
spars 4x10b (balsa), 5x10 on the drawing (do not forget
the protection foil on the drawing). Make notches in the
trailing edge for the ribs and insert the support 2x5 under
it. The t in the notches should be ne. The depth should
not be more than 3 mm (weakened structure). If the rib is
to long it should be shortened at the back. Glue the spars
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Balsa/plywood ribs glued in centerpanel. 3x7 spar
held down with rubberbands.

Then the spars are tted into the notches in the ribs
and glued. Finally glue enforcement is applied along the
main spar and ribs. Let dry for at least 6 hours. Remove
the wing from the building board. Glue 3x3b (balsa)
in notches in the underside of the wing. Reinforcement
pieces are glued on the side of the spar on the upper wing
side (see drawing). Cut out llets for the wing upper
side and glue in place with cyano between the ribs and
the leading edge and the rst upper spar. Fillets are also
glued between the second 3x3 upper spar and the 2x7
spar. Also glue llets between the root rib and next rib on
the upper and lower side.

Wingtips:
Also the wing tips are built in one piece that is the spars
are not cut to length of each wingtip. Pin down center
spar, leading and trailing edge. The trailing edge with its
2x5 support under and the middle spar with 5x10 under.
Then glue in the ribs in the usual way.The two inner ribs
should have the same angle as on the centerpanels (the
ribs should lean away from each other). It is easiest to
wait to glue them until the tip panels are glued to the
centerpanels.

Wingtips before cutting apart. Inner llet not glued
in yet.

Glue balsa llets between ribs with cyano. Repeat on
the underside..

Glue in the spars in the same way as in the centerpanels.
Let dry for at least 6 hours. Remove the tips from the
building board. Glue in 3x3b in notches on the underside.
Cut out llets for the tip upper sides and glue in between
the ribs and the leading edge and the rst spar. Reinforcement pieces are glued to the side of the spar (see drawing) Trailing edge is trimmed towards the tip. Saw off the
spars outside the outer rib and sand even. Angle cut 5x10
balsa according to drawing. Glue against trailing edge.
Then t in the balsa blocks and glue to the tips. Sand to
shape (see g. next page) Sand the wingtips and split the
in the same way as the centerpanels.

Balsa llets glued in between ribs.
The wing can now be sanded. Especially
the leading edge shape, it should be
close to what is shown on the drawing.
Then split the wing (the spars) with a
ne tooth saw.This is done in the center
where you have left a 1 mm gap between
the ply/balsa root ribs. Then the steel
joiners are pulled out. The steel joiners
are trimmed in the holes so that they can
be slipped in and out without exercising
to much force. Then 1.5 mm end ply ribs
are glued to the root ribs where you split
the wing. Spanwise stops for the steel
joiners made of balsa and r are glued
into one wing half. Consult gure.
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Remove the stab from the buildingboard and glue in the
lower spar. A web of 1 mm balsa is glued on the front of
the middle spars in the four middle compartments. Glue
the tip blocks and sand to shape. The leading edge is
shaped according to drawing and nally the whole stab
is sanded.

Sand even the dihedral ribs in the centerpanels and tips
so that they have a good t. If you have chosen not to
glue the dihedral ribs in the wingtips you must now sand
the spars to the correct angle. Support the tip with correct
angle and sand the end rib with a sanding block with a
right angle.Cut supports of the correct length and mix
sufcient epoxy for both tips. Nail the center panels to
the buildingboard and then glue the tips with the correct
dihedral (125 mm) to the centerpanels.

Fuselage:
Place the the main body on the plywood side and mark
cutout for the timer. Saw out the hole for timer inside
marking. Glue the other ply side to the main body with
wood glue (white or aliphatic).Apply pressure and let dry.
Saw out hatch for nose lead weight with ne tooth saw.
It is made removeable with 2 small wooden screws. Drill
3 mm holes in place for wing joiners. Glue in the left ply
side in the same way as the other. Drill through from the
other side. Prole shape the rudder. Saw off the moving
part and round the edges. Dope the rudder twice. Cut
10 mm hinges of polyester paper. Dope to n and cross
over on other side of rudder. Dope together and carry
on alternatively. Glue the rudder horn to the moveable
rudder. Mark where the rudder is to be placed on the
fuselage boom and sand lightly and then glue the n to
the boom with cyano. STRAIGHT!! Glue 5 mm balsa
under stab bridge. File out t for boom and sand away
surplus balsa. Glue bridge to boom with cyano with 90
degrees to the n. Sand the boom where the rudder stop
is to be placed and glue in place with cyano. Put a piano
wire wing joiner in the main body nose and tape a wood
stick on the stab bridge. Place and x the nose up side
down. Sand the boom where it is to be glued to the main
body nose. Mix up some epoxy and glue the boom to
the nose, align the wood stick to the piano wire before
it has hardened. Glue 2 mm balsa forward of the boom
and sand even. Glue 1.5 mm ply forward and over the
boom. Then sand the main nose. Cut away surplus ply
at the boom joint. Sand to shape the transition region to
the boom. Here some ller can be used to smooth things
out. Mount the wings and sand the top body between the
wing to a nice t.

Wingtips are glued with epoxy.

Stab:
When you build the stab you should try to build as light
as possible. The stab before covering should weigh about
7 grams. Covering and dope will add 3 grams. This
results in a total weight of max 10 grams. Start with the
notches in the trailing edge spar (2x8b). The same as
for the wing but max 2 mm deep. Pin the leading edge
(4x4b) and the trailing edge to the drawing and start to
glue the ribs. The 3 upper spars are tted and glued to the
notches in the ribs. Let everything dry for 2 hours.
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When the nose has been nally sanded, it can be lacquered several times. Sand again and mix some epoxy
and paint thinly over the balsa on the nose. The nose
can also be nished with spray paint if you wish. Finally
install spring on the rudder and install lines in the body.
Also install timer and tow hook. Hook up lines to rudder,
stab and timer start.

Lines hooked up. Rudderline hooked to timer start
which is acomplished with the help of a 0.8 mm
piano wire from the start line.

Covering - Stab:
The stab is covered with Esaki lite paper. Dope the whole
underside, trailing edge, leading edge and tips 2-3 times
with thinned dope. Turn the glossy side in and attach
with acetone, do the underside rst. Sand the edges with
sandpaper. Attach the upper side in the same way. Lightly
moisten the paper by spraying on water, let dry standing
on leading edge for 2 hours.

When the paper has shrunk, it is time to dope, apply
a thin layer with a brush. Pin down the stab on a at
surface while it dries. Wait 2 hours, apply a second coat.
Always start with the underside so that it is semi dry
when the stab is pinned down. If you want you can test if
the stab will handle moisture by leaving it outside for 1
hour. It will show if a 3rd dope layer is required..

Water shrinking the stab, standing on leading edge.

Stab drying after doping, pinned down with pins.
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Covering - Wing
The wing is covered with white Polyester. The best way
to fasten the covering is with the contact glue Balsaloc.
The covering is attached with a special cover iron that
can be bought in hobby shops.The polyester is attached
with the cover ber grain along the span and with the
glossy side out. Start out by doping the whole underside,
leading edge and trailing edge and ribs twice. This avoids
the Balsaloc to be sucked up in the wood and it will
stick to the covering instead. When the dope has dried,
balsaloc is applied to the same areas that have been
doped.

Dope wing 2-3 times, this will do. To much dope
can damage the wing. Pin down the wing for at least
24 hours between dope applications. Centerpanels are
pinned down on a at surface, while the tip panels are
blocked up with 5 mm under the T.E. at the tip.This will
introduce washout on the tips. If you want to decorate the
wing this can be done with Esaki paper, which is doped
on the polyester. One proposal is to cut a 50mm wide
strip of Esaki of thicker quality, and attach this from L.E.
to the underside. Then dope this 3-4 times, and this gives
the wing increased stiffness which is good. Let the wing
be pinned down for a month before test ights. At this
time it could be wise to build a wing jig. (use foam).

Set the proper temperature to the iron. Lay out the covering with correct side up, and fasten in the corners without
wrinkles. Then iron on rst to the concave ribs and then
to the L.E. and the T.E. and the main spar. If you want
to make sure that the covering will stay onto the concave
ribs seal on the inside with thin cyano between the ribs
and the covering before you cover the upper side of the
wing. Cover the wing tips rst, then the centerpanels,
sand all around. Iron the complete wing by moving the
iron all the time to tighten the covering. It is important to
have the correct temperature.

Tip pinned down on at surface and blocked up 5
mm at the outer tip to introduce washout. This is
done while the dope dries.
Warps:
Unwanted warps can occur even if the wing is properly
pinned down during dope application. These can be
removed by boiling up water in a kettle. Move the wing
in the steam from the kettle back and forth and twist
the wing opposite to the warp to be removed. Then the
wing is again pinned down. Always keep the wing pinned
down between ights. This is very important in order to
keep the trim of the model. Again a wing jig should be
worthwhile.
Flying:
Preparations before ying:
If you are a beginner it cannot be overly emphasized that
it is very important to get help from an experienced free
ight modeller. This could possibly make the difference
between success and failure. If you already have some
experience of building and ying free ight gliders the
following should not be difcult. Start by checking the
center of gravity. The model should balance level at a
point 90 mm from the L.E. Add lead ballast in the nose
until this is achieved. The straight tow hook should be 15
mm infront of the center of gravity. In windy conditions
(6 m/s or more) it should be moved forward from 15 to
18-20 mm. Make the straight tow hook moveable as these
positions will have to be tested in actual test ights. Also
install owner address on the model in case the model
ies away.
Glide tests:
First glide test ights should be carried out in calm condi-
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tions. Let the weather decide this, maybe in the evening.
Set rudder in glide position. Hold the model above your
head and throw it lightly forward. Depending on result of
the rst glide, trim the T.E. of the stab up or down until
you obtain a nice at glide with a slight turn. Then set
the rudder straight (tow position) and check that it glides
straight forward. Adjust rudder until this is obtained.
Towing:
Use a shing line max 50 meters (50 lbs or 25 kg Dacron
line)
Attach the towline startring to the model towhook and let
som experienced person hold the model. Start by running
against the wind and the model should to rise. Keep running and keep an even tension in the line. Do not pull too
hard it might risk the wing. When the model is directly
above give a slight pull and slacken the line to disengage
the towline. If it is windy be prepared to run forward in
order to not have too high a line tension. If you cannot
achieve this be prepared to let go of the tow line. Also
if the model diverts to either side and does not show a
tendency to recover to a straight position let go of the
towline otherwise the model will dive into the ground
with serious damage. If it is completely calm it might be
impossible to get the model to rise. In this case you can
attach a small piece of 2 mm ply to a string which is
attached to the start ring. The ply piece is put under the
T.E. of the stab before a start. It is pulled away when the
towline is disengaged.
Winch, startline and timer can be bought from Lars
Larsson.
Good luck with your Skylady.

Test glide, hold the model high above your head
and throw lightly forward. Do this only in calm
conditions.

Greetings from Lars.
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Drawing scale 1:1
Building instructions with pictures
FUSELAGE
tailboom
nosecore
nosesides
wing steel joiner
rudder
rudderlink
stabbridge
stab prole support
balsaplug
stab rod
rudder adjustment with screws
linecasing
straight tow hook
lines rudder-fuselage
rudder hinges
link
timerstart rudder
WING
ribs
ribs
ribs
ribs
spar
spar
spar
spar
spar
spar
spar
spar
spar
spar
llet
wedge
support wedge
WINGTIP
spar
spar
spar
spar
tips
STAB
ribs
bits
spar
spar
spar
spar
web
support
support
support list
Attachment starthook
wedge
COVERING
wing
stab

List of materials for Skylady.
Material
measure

composite
balsa
plywood

pieces note
1 pc
1pc

15-8,5
15mm
1mm
3 mm
3mm
1mm
1,5mm
5mm

1pc
1pc
2pc
3pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
2pc
1pc
1pc
1pc

plyw
plyw
balsa
balsa
r
r
r
r
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa

1mm
1,5mm
1,5mm
1,5mm
3x7
3x7
2x7
3x3
3x5
3x3
4x10
3x18
2x20
2x15
2mm
3x5
2mm

8 pc
2pc
30pc
22pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
2pc
1pc
2pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
4pc
6pc
4pc
2pc

r
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa

3x7
4x10
3x3
3x18
140x40

1pc
1pc
4pc
1pc
2pc

balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
balsa
plywood
balsa

1mm
5mm
4x4
1,5x4
2x2
2x8
1mm
2mm
5x10
2x5
1,5mm
5x10

16pc
2pc
1pc
2pc
2pc
1pc
2pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
1pc
2pc

polyester
Lite Flite paper

25gr/m2
12gr/m2

balsa
plywood
plywood
balsa
r
alum
metal
metal
polyester
pianowire
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underside bridge

punched
punched

tted between ribs
tted between ribs
tted between ribs

punched

